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WELCOME to Kendal Unitarians
Unitarians are very different





We don't have a particular set of beliefs that we expect you to agree with. Everyone who
comes to the chapel is free to discover their own spiritual path.
We welcome people on any point of their spiritual journey: those who have been seeking
elsewhere or those whose journey has only just begun.
We believe everyone has the right to seek truth and meaning for themselves in mutual
respect, and that reason and conscience are our best guides.
We celebrate the variety of spiritual and ethical viewpoints held by people in our congregation. All are equally welcome and add to the richness of life in our Chapel.
What Actually Is The Date?
Was December 2012 really the end of the Mayan Long Count Calendar or was June 2016 the
more accurate date? There are schools of thought that believe the Gregorian Calendar is out of
alignment with the Mayan Calendar by three years or more. Peter Meyer, who programmed the
Time Wave Zero software for Terence McKenna, believes the Mayan end date could be July 8,
2018.* Some scholars think that, apart from the obvious 26-day discrepancy between the Gregorian Calendar and the Julian Calendar it replaced and the fact that there is a 10 minute 48 seconds
difference between the Gregorian and Julian solar year per year, the Gregorian Calendar is out by
four years.
The Mayan Long Count did not count leap years. The Long Count Calendar has been variously
interpreted as extending both 5125 years and 5128 years. Add to that Dr. Hans-Ulrich Niemitz’s
“phantom time hypothesis,” in which he claims that, hundreds of years ago, our calendar was
polluted with 297 years which never occurred, thus making this not the year 2005, but rather 1721,
and you can see that the calculations we have blithely accepted may not be accurate!
The Mayans had three different calendars, one of which counted a 260-day cycle, one which had
a 365-day cycle, as ours does, but which did not account for the extra quarter-day it takes the
Earth to revolve around the sun (The modern calendar accounts for this fraction by adding a day
to February every four years, the reason we have leap years), and then the Long Count. Basically,
the Mayans were counting days and the Long Count Calendar divides the days into groups of
144,000 days, called a b'ak'tun; roughly a little less than 400 years. To the ancient Maya, 13
b'ak'tuns represented a full cycle of creation, thus bringing them, not to the end of the world, but to
the end of one era and the start of another.
Whenever the Long Count Calendar actually ended and a new cycle began, I think it can be
safely said that we live in interesting times, whatever the date!

*http://www.fractal-timewave.com/articles/math_twz_10.htm
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Unity in Diversity
I took this photo on 8 September 2015. Two and a half years later
we have finally welcomed our first two refugee families to Kendal. I
feel proud to be a part of the Chapel as in the past few months thanks to the encouragement of Sue Parry - we have become
involved with the More in Common Kendal group. We now host
the monthly meetings and John Pickering designed the logo. Recent activities have included the well-attended showing of Ai Weiwei’s film Human Flow
at The Brewery Arts Centre at the end of January and we hope that the Schoolroom will
be full for the Journeymen Theatre group’s forthcoming production of The Bundle. You
can read more about the More in Common group on page 5.
In February, on behalf of the Chapel and also South Lakeland Interfaith Forum, I attended a planning meeting at the County Offices for the first Kendal Unity Festival which
will be held on Saturday 23 June. I am feeling excited about that, particularly as the
Chapel is likely to be flagged up in the publicity materials. If you would like to get involved
in some way then there is more information on page 6.
At the last More in Common meeting, we had a visit from Jeff Morgan from the City of
Sanctuary initiative. He gave a brief history of the organisation, which began in October
2005 in Sheffield. In September 2007, with the support of the City Council and over 70
local community organisations, Sheffield became the UK’s first ‘City of Sanctuary’ – a city
that takes pride in the welcome it offers to people in need of safety. Since then, City of
Sanctuary UK, the umbrella organisation, has supported the development of a network of
groups - there are currently 100 sites in UK and Ireland.
It is also possible for groups such as schools, sports centres, libraries and places of
worship to be awarded Place of Sanctuary. The Octagon Chapel in Norwich was recently
awarded such status by Norwich City of Sanctuary in recognition of the work that it has
done amongst the refugees in the local community. I discovered that Jeff is a Unitarian;
he attends Cross Street Chapel in Manchester. He found and loved our ‘beautiful little
hidden-away chapel’ on a dark, cold and rather slippery evening and I am pleased to say
that he has agreed to come to take the Service for us on Sunday 17 June. In the meantime, you can find out more about the City of Sanctuary from https://cityofsanctuary.org.
There is already support from Kendal Town Council and South Lakeland District Council
for Kendal to work towards gaining Sanctuary status, although as it is a grass roots that
isn’t necessary. But it is very encouraging and I hope that you will be inspired about how
we can get more involved - perhaps by welcoming refugees from the cities on friendship
walks, such as has been organised by the Quaker Friends in Sedbergh. That reminded
me of our own Unitarian charity ‘Send a Child to Hucklow’ which we actively support. It
would be a wonderful achievement if in 2020 we can say that we, too, are an officially
recognised Place of Sanctuary,
Mandy Reynolds
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More in Common Kendal: Building Stronger and More Open Communities
“We are far more united and have far more in common with each other than
that which divides us.”

Jo Cox, MP.

More in Common Kendal actively works to:
• promote ideas about our shared humanity and shared human rights
• promote positive attitudes to diversity in Kendal and South Lakes area
• challenge attitudes of intolerance and prejudice, particularly around
racism and nationalism
• support the settlement of refugees in the South Lakes area
More in Common Kendal is a small, informal and independent group of local people set
up at the end of 2016. For further details or to be added to our mailing list, please email
moreincommonkendal@gmail.com
OUR FUTURE ACTIVITIES:
Saturday March 3rd at 4pm. Journeymen Theatre present 'The Bundle', a thought provoking theatre experience based on the true life story of an asylum seeker and her three
children. In the School Room, Free event, but donations welcome.
Monday March 26th at 6.30pm. 'Building dialogue, building confidence' workshop. Ever
find yourself not quite knowing how to respond to racist comments? Want to try to engage with other people and not just confront them? Ways of communicating in difficult
situations will be examined in this interactive workshop at Castle St Community Centre,
Castle St, Kendal. Places will be limited so please register your interest via:
moreincommonkendal@gmail.com.
First Wednesday of each month from 7.30pm to 9.00pm. Meetings of the More in
Common group in the Schoolroom, Unitarian Chapel. Open to all. Next dates: 7th March,
4th April and 2nd May.
Mandy
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Kendal Unity Festival ©
Introduction
AWAZ has been working in partnership with local organisations and groups in Kendal
for many years and they are keen to bring the positive model of the Unity Festival to
Kendal, building on the proven success of the similar Unity Festivals in Carlisle in
2016 and 2017. The Kendal Unity Festival will celebrate the strengths and diversity of
the people of Kendal by building community cohesion, celebrating diversity, fostering
good relations and promoting understanding between and within its diverse communities.
The Festival is aimed at advancing equality and challenging prejudice and discrimination through voluntary action and active citizenship. The Festival provides opportunities for formal and informal community groups, networks, public, private and third
sector organisations to showcase a range of activities on offer within the community
that local people can get involved in. It will raise awareness of shared issues and
create opportunities for learning new skills, including tasting cuisines and cultures
from around the world.
Kendal Unity Festival 2018
The first Kendal Unity Festival will take place on June 23rd 2018 coinciding with National Refugee Week and the Great Get Together activities marking the death of Jo
Cox, MP.
The main programme will take place between 10am and 4pm in and around Kendal
town centre with complementary world music performances and entertainment taking
place in the nearby Brewery Arts Centre and other venues.
The Kendal Town Council, South Lakeland District Council and Cumbria County
Council members and staff agreed in principle to support the organising committee of
the Festival.
Kendal Unity Festival Offers
A unique opportunity for voluntary and community groups to showcase their work
and share information about their services and projects;
A free public event appealing to all ages and abilities;
Members of the public attending short taster 'feel good' workshops;
A chance to learn more about some of the groups taking part, and listen to poetry
and music;
Opportunities to learn a new language or skill;
Global Coffee Morning and all day International Tasting sessions;
Performances from local drumming groups, folk musicians and dancers from diverse local communities;
A day of ‘unity in the community’ by advancing equality and celebrating diversity.
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The Key Benefits of the Kendal Unity Festival
by tackling prejudice, promoting mutual understanding and celebrating the diversity of
people and cultures in Kendal;
through community action and engagement in a wide range of activities;
and communities living in Kendal by highlighting their issues as well as contributions
to the local economy and culture;

How you can help?
1- Join the organising group;
2- Volunteer with us in organising and delivery of the Festival;
3- Sponsor a stall or donate items for raffle prizes;
4- Book a stall for your organisation to promote your work and services;
5- Help in raising funds;
6- Promote the aims and objectives of the Festival through social media and other
communication channels.
Kendal Unity Festival Outcomes
The outcomes will include the following:
tively for achievement of shared objectives;
alised groups;
able voluntary and community networks;
or conduct business in the Town.
scheme will have arrived in Kendal in the spring 2018. One of the aims of the day will
be to welcome and introduce these families to wider community networks in Kendal
and support them in their social integration locally.
More info: Aftab Khan – Development Officer, AWAZ Cumbria; Coordinator, Kendal
Unity Festival. E-mail: Aftab@awaz.info Tel: 01228-511115, 07530193935. See:
https://equalitycumbria.org/awaz-cumbria/carlisle-unity-festival / https://goo.gl/
eT3FXe / https://goo.gl/3cbSV9
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Every Sunday at Chapel. Meditation. 10:15 -10:45 am.
Come and join us for silent meditation in the Meeting Room on Sunday morning
before Sunday service. We start with 5 minute music, then into silence.

Sue Parry

Monthly Service for Unity and Global Peace. 2:00 pm. Chapel Gap, Storth
Road, Storth, LA7 7JL. Organised by the Tau Community of St. Francis, this is an
Interfaith service on the first Sunday of every month at the Monastery, where
members of the Tau Family join local people in a service for global unity and
peace. All warmly welcome. The service lasts about an hour. More details from
Rob Crompton, 01524 762292 – or just turn up.
NB. If any of the Unitarian chapel members would like to come and join us after
your chapel service and partake of homemade soup and bread from the monks’
kitchen, say 12:30-1:00 pm before the service starts here, then they are indeed
most welcome, but, if they could email me at: brothersean@btinternet.com before the Sunday to confirm so we don’t run out of soup/s.
Br Sean
MORNING PRAYERS via Lifestream and Facebook.
As an alternative to using the Daily Prayer Channel on Lifestream, why not come
and join me for Morning Prayers (09:00 am) and Evening Vespers (05:00 pm)
live every morning and evening on our Facebook page: https://
www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008490064593. Morning and evening
prayers, where we are called by Holy Father Mother God to raise the Earth’s
vibration ~ One Collective Consciousness ♥
Brother Sean
Friday 2 March. 7:00 pm. Alternative Perspectives: The Trees We Love.
Chapel Schoolroom. Pat England will present: A Short Forest Walk from 10,000
BC - 2018. An exhibition and short talk followed by an interactive, open mic session for tree stories, poems, sharing of tree memorabilia. Pat’s cherry tree,
shown inside the front cover, came in fourth out of the top 100 trees in a recent
national project. The idea was to attract the formal protection tree experts say it
needs as it is the biggest and oldest Wild Cherry in the UK. Come and hear more
of what Pat has to say about trees and bring some of your own favourite tree
tales of pictures. Entrance £5 on door, to include refreshments.
Monday 5 March, 10 am to 12.30. Open Space. Finkles Cafe (upstairs).
We agreed to bring our own descriptions of what 'Open Space' means to us.

Rosie

Thursday 8 March. 7pm Your Local Time Zone.
International Women’s Day Global Sister Circles.
On International Women’s Day 2018, thousands of women in 80+ countries will
gather in Sister Circles to heal ourselves, empower each other, and transform
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the world. We’ve heard the call. The time is now. Women are rising to demonstrate a new way - the way of unity, cooperation, heartfelt and soulful leadership, authenticity, and integrity. You are invited to join us in a synchronized
meditation with the intention to positively transform both the present and the
future. Each circle will participate in the Heart Meditation by either tuning into
the live broadcast--in a synchronized moment with tens of thousands of women
around the world--or by the circle facilitator leading the meditation themselves.
The energy will be electric and we would LOVE for you to be there. Together we
are unstoppable. More info: http://www.globalsisterhood.org/
Sunday 11 March, 2:00 pm-4:30 pm. Monthly Open Meeting.
Fellside Centre, Low Fellside, Kendal, LA9 4NH.
BGKT Buddhist Group of Kendal (Theravada) meets monthly on Sundays. All
welcome. Free. Donations towards room hire welcome. Meetings led by lay
teachers authorized by the Sangha [Community of Buddhist Monks] 01539729793. bgkt@etherway.net. http://buddhistgroupofkendal.co.uk/
9-11 March. The Original Heart Dances and Beyond.
Oblate Retreat and Spirituality Centre, near Crewe.
Annual Spring Weekend Retreat with Neil Douglas Klotz and Philip O’Donohoe.
In this 50th year anniversary of the Dances of Universal Peace, we return anew
to Murshid’s original dances, many of which are rarely shared these days, as
well as the heart deepening practices that he says made the Dances possible.
Murshid’s original dances are a treasure of energy work, for heart and body. On
this level, they have not been equalled. This way of working with energy has
also influenced newer Dances. This is a weekend for all involved in or interested
in furthering their understanding and enhancing their experience of the Dances
of Universal Peace and other related, complimentary practices. It is a rare opportunity to explore the roots and the deeper aspects of this form of spiritual
dancing with two people who have dedicated their lives to these practices. More
information: Philip O’Donohoe: philipodonohoe@btopenworld.com / Mobile:
07799 603928 / http://philipodonohoe.com/
Saturday 17 March. Churches Fellowship for Psychical and Spiritual
Studies (CFPSS). Unitarian Chapel Schoolroom. Meetings start at 1pm and run
for about 2 hours, but most people bring lunch and gather at 12:30 for an informal chat beforehand. On this occasion we will choose a new name for this group
so please come and be involved in our discussions. Please note that on this occasion the meeting may take place in the Vestry, but come through the Schoolroom as usual.
Angela Rogers.
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Thursday 22 March, 7 pm. JOY, SINGING AND SILENCE.
Singing Meditation. School Room, Dunham Road Unitarian Chapel, Sylvan Grove,
Altrincham, WA14 4NU .
An evening of simple song chants from a variety of world traditions interspersed
with periods of meditative silence. This is a simple practice that anyone can engage in. You do not need to be an experienced meditator or singer. In fact,
many people who thought that either singing or meditation was beyond them
have found their voice and their space in this simple, joy-filled time together.
Please feel free to bring any song chants you know and or musical instruments
to enhance the energy. Info: Rev Danny Crosby: 07908894049

The New Human: Awakening to Our Cosmic Heritage

(Image on back cover)

Paperback: 406 pages
Publisher: New Mind Publishers (2017)
ISBN-10: 0980755514 / ISBN-13: 978-0980755510

The blurb on Amazon reads: “Families, children and adults share their stories of
encounters with non-human intelligences and their understanding of an intimate
connection genetically. Are non-human intelligences assisting humanity to
evolve into a new aware species? Exponential increase in ADHD, Dyslexia, Asperger’s and Autism, are they new programs for humanity?”
However, I edited this book and can tell you that it is probably one of the most
ground-breaking books to appear for a long while, in that it documents some of
the huge changes and advances that are appearing in many of the children that
have been born over the last ten years or more. Children with raised frequencies, heightened abilities and innate advanced knowledge and skills. Children for
whom Love is their rationale.
Fran
The Indigo Children: The New
Kids Have Arrived
by Lee Carroll
Hay House 1999

More books about these children:
Both by Meg Blackburn
Losey.
 New Page Books
2007 and 2008 
ISBN-13: 9781564149480
ISBN-13: 9781564149787 

ISBN-13: 978
-1561706082
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Beautiful Snowdrops
Beautiful Snowdrops!
A welcome uplifting sight
Nurtured in dark cold earth during winter’s plight
Now reaching up and stretching into the light
Beautiful Snowdrops!
Delicate petal bells dance and twinkle
Swaying in the breeze
Magical petal bells tinkle
Romancing clean fresh and enlightened air
And beckon you to admire this loving Spring Fair
Beautiful Snowdrops!
We welcome these bonny white flowers
Shooting forth after many long darkened hours
They lighten and brighten our gaze
After the harshness of views of cold winter days
A soft whiteness contours our past darkness
And brings the coming of many new joys of new life
White petals are edged with a soft pastel hue
Stamens delicately kissed with the lightest brush of yellow
As Snowdrops unfurl, petals appear adorned with lacy frills like tutus
Gilded to perfection with a fringe of the merest hint of green
A truly heavenly sight to be seen
Quietly the Snowdrop awakens and in mutual harmony sings
"We're here!
We're here!
Welcome everyone
To the season awakening, it’s nearly Spring!”
Marilyn Irons
Love is love only when it’s for everyone:
Is it possible for the rose to say, "I will give my fragrance to the good people who smell
me, but I will withhold it from the bad”?
Or is it possible for the lamp to say, "I will give my light to the good people in this
room, but I will withhold it from the evil people"?
Or can a tree say, "I'll give my shade to the good people who rest under me, but I will
withhold it from the bad"?
Anthony de Mello, 1931-1987
From Stockton Unitarians Calendar, Feb/Mar 2018.
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Prayers For The Recent Taizé Service At Chapel – From Darkness To Light
PRAYER 1
This, O God, Spirit of Light and Creation, we know,
Without darkness there is no light.
All life comes from the dark.
The universe was born from no-thing,
An elemental dark, sparked into be-ing.
Exploding, forming, reforming and creating.
Each life on earth is created in darkness.
Within the egg, the seed, the bud, the womb.
Each thought is formed in darkness.
Each deed is dreamed in the dark time.
We rest, we heal, we grow, in the darkness.
In our part of this earth
We have been travelling through nature’s dark time
And from this darkness nature is being reborn, emerging into light
In flower and plant, in chick and lamb,
Here in this sanctuary we have gathered,
Surrounded by the darkness outside these walls.
Yet we are warm within, bathed by gentle light,
Safe, and blessed, by our being together.
I invite you to close your eyes for a while;
To take your sight inward
To the place of quiet darkness
Where the still, small voice may be sought
And tender insights are nurtured for birth.
O God, Spirit of Life and Creation, this we know,
Without darkness there is no light or life.
Celia Cartwright
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Celia gave me copies of the
three prayers she wrote for
the Taizé Service held at
the chapel in February. Because of space limitations I
have decided to publish
them one at a time in this
and the next two issues of
the newsletter.
Fran

Reminder re the Discussion on Memorials in the Rose Garden
Due to the limited space in the rose garden at the front of the chapel,
the trustees and minister have been discussing how to manage the interment of ashes and the future memorial of the deceased in that garden.
(Note: the proposals below apply only to the rose garden, not the multifaith garden.)
Before any changes are made to our current arrangements, the trustees
wanted to consult with the congregation. If you have any comments
please pass or email these to Hazel (clarke.hazel@goglemail.com).
In terms of whose ashes can be buried in the rose garden, there are no
plans to change the current arrangements - only people who are members of the chapel or who have long-standing and/or close associations
with the chapel may have their ashes interred there. The chapel will
draw up an interment plan, whereby ashes will be buried in a grid pattern in rotation, so that a specific location can be identified for each interment.
Memorial plaques can currently be used in the garden, but the trustees
propose that from now on the style and size of the plaque must be
agreed with the chapel. In a key change to current policy it was also proposed that the use of plaques should not continue into the future (except
for our current members, if that is their wish). Instead, the names of deceased chapel members whose ashes are buried in the rose garden (and
those buried elsewhere) would be inscribed in a memorial book.
The Chapel would purchase a large, and suitably beautiful book in
which to record the memorials, which would provide an enduring record
for future generations. The book would be open at the appropriate date
and be on permanent display in the chapel.
Hazel Clarke
A father was on the beach with his children when his
four-year-old son ran up to him, grabbed his hand,
and led him to the shore where a seagull lay dead in
the sand.
‘Daddy, what happened to him?’ the little boy asked.
‘He died and went to Heaven,’ the Dad replied, gently.
The boy thought a moment and then said, ‘Did God
throw him back down?’
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KUMEN. February.
For us it was an extremely early 10 am start to our visit to Carlisle. Well done all concerned; us OAPs are not used to such unheard wake-up calls. A splendid rail journey
through the snow-covered Lake District Fells saw us ultimately 'dumped' on a very cold
Carlisle station. We started our visit by going by foot to Tullie House museum and gallery
where JC especially wanted to see the Percy Kelly: Line of Beauty, A Retrospective exhibition. This was, to the Percy Kelly enthusiast, no doubt of great interest, but to me? It is
good that we are not all alike. Mark and I were detached from the start for some food and
beverage so we visited the delightful Café and then caught up on what we had missed.
We were then scheduled to visit the Cathedral, which was very interesting. Carlisle Cathedral bears the scars of 900 years spent in this most tumultuous of regions. The exterior is red sandstone, which, with the scarred tower, has the effect of making the cathedral look more like a Border castle than a church.
The cathedral suffered badly in the Civil War, when the Scottish Presbyterian Army,
under General Leslie, almost destroyed the nave, leaving only two bays standing.
(Sounds like the aftermath of an early Calcutta Cup match!) Stone from the cathedral was
used to strengthen the defences of Carlisle Castle.
The cathedral dates back to a college of secular canons founded in 1092. By 1123, the
collegiate church had been taken over by a priory of Augustinan canons. The priory
church was raised to cathedral status a decade later in 1133. In 1541, Henry VIII formally
dissolved the priory and created the 'Cathedral Church of the Holy and Undivided Trinity',
with revenue coming from the former priory's estates and the priory at nearby Wetheral.
The barrel-vaulted choir ceiling is painted in vivid blue with gold trim. Despite the fact
that the painting is Victorian, it follows the original medieval decoration scheme and colours. With its four manuals, pedal board and almost 4000 pipes, and still including pipe
work created by “Father” Willis in 1856, the Cathedral organ is one of the treasures of
Carlisle Cathedral.
At the east end of the Choir is the stunning east window, built around 1350. The window
is over 50 feet high and retains some of its original 14th-century glass in the tracery at
the top of the window.
Finally, we made our various ways back to the station. After a day, most of which I had
spent feeling very cold whilst awaiting delayed trains, we appear to have made it back to
Kendal. We look forward to a return to some degree of warmth for March when we are
scheduled to visit Bolton!
DC
Hari Om from India
It is all I expected it to be. Amazing and alarming!
I am in the Holy city of Ujain where there are temples and shrines to many different
faiths all along the river banks (very Unitarian) of the holy river Shipra.
As I look out of my window I watch the pilgrims going down to bathe. They go from very
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early morning to about 6pm
As I sit writing this there is the sound of chanting and drumming in the background and
the smell of wood smoke from the many fire ceremonies. It is a special holy day today,
the celebration of the marriage of Lord Shiva, and there are hundreds of people coming
to the temple in the ashram and we are all fasting on fruit and raw vegetables. Fortunately, we are allowed chocolate!!
Love to all, Sue
Farfield Mill
John and I had a very good morning out at Farfield Mill, Sedbergh, on 15 February. I was
keen to see the 23rd European Patchwork Festival exhibition as we had both enjoyed
seeing the art quilts in The Magic of Colour exhibition last year. Once again, the Mill has
been selected as the only UK venue for this touring exhibition of some of the best textile
art in the world. The theme was Trip to the End of the World and 38 works were selected
by the International Panel of Judges out of the 103 entries submitted. All quilts were required to be 120 cm high and 90 cm wide and entries were judged on choice and harmony of colour; interpretation of the theme; technical development and creativity. Entries
were received from around the world.
The exhibition is on until Sunday 4th March so you still have time to go. As well as looking around the exhibition there are the workshops, displays, second-hand books and, of
course, the Weavers Café tearoom. We enjoyed a large cafetiere of good coffee and
enormous cheese and chive scones fresh from the oven.
We admired all the quilts and I took lots of photos. The artists had interpreted the brief
in very different ways, representing journeys by boat, on foot, into space, deep down into
the earth or high up in the mountains. Some were of real places, others dreamed; some
political others spiritual, poetical or abstract. The most powerful one for me - and technically very competent too - was by the Italian fibre artist Angela Minaudo, entitled Esodo
[Exodus]. Angela says that her work represents the journey of those who run from their
land in search of a better life, towards other lands, other worlds, towards the end of their
world and often towards the end of their lives.
Mandy Reynolds
World Interfaith Harmony Week 2018. Annual UN Observance Week: February 1-7.
The World Interfaith Harmony Week (the first week of February) was unanimously
adopted by the UN United Nations in 2010. Retired Roman Catholic Priest Monsignor
Francis Slattery held a multi-faith event at Milnthorpe Presbytery on 1st February 2018.
Monsignor Slattery has been involved in interfaith work in Cumbria for many years. To
mark his 60 years in the Priesthood an article Breaking Open the Word, was published in
the interfaith journal Faith Initiative: Embracing Diversity, Issue 31 (2014) 22.
See: http://www.faithinitiative.co.uk/ and http://worldinterfaithharmonyweek.com/
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Jess just doesn’t make the grade in any way that would render her ‘usable’. In her world
she represents the epitome of the unproductive and therefore disposable form of life…..
………… …………. Jess takes up so little space, yet because she cannot ‘perform’ she
would be denied even that much. But in society’s denial of space, a final ‘use’ would be
found for her – she would be sent to the slaughterhouse to endure all its terror, so that
she can become food for the tables of Europe and create profit for corporate giants. Jess,
and all of the others to whom we give sanctuary from abuse, neglect and slaughter, is a
mere whisper in a world roaring with the importance of things like achievement, competence and productivity.
Jess represents the almost forgotten value of other qualities such as kindness, compassion, inherent value and community spirit. For if performance is indeed of greater importance than kindness, then there is no place in this world for animals like Jess. The longing that so many of us feel as human beings for a more compassionate world for our children and ourselves, would sadly remain unfulfilled.
Jess, and many others like her, is our only defence for our decision to provide sanctuary for all animals in need……… Sanctuary, on the other hand, is one of those words
that pricks at the collective conscience of society. It pricks at it because Jess needs sanctuary, not from a great evil ‘out there somewhere’, but because she needs it from us, the
you and me that make up society………….. most of us learn from an early age that our
value as individuals is directly linked to whether or not we can perform, produce or be
competent at something.
That is where Jess becomes important. Though imperfect, she is a gentle being, vulnerable because of her inability to ‘perform’ or even make us ponder her fate. The decisions we make about Jess and many others like her, become the measure of who we
really are as people and as a society. Our collective character is not formed by our decisions about the most beautiful, powerful or competent - it is shaped by the way we treat
the weakest and neediest amongst us.
So when adults and children come to visit the animals at Hillside, we speak to them
about the importance of a world where there is room for the imperfect. And as they watch
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animals like Jess snoozing in the sunshine, or ambling happily around with their companions, they are able to learn the real meaning of sanctuary, painted in the bold colours of
their living, breathing existence. And because we can provide a place of hope, healing
and comfort for Jess, and those like her, then maybe, just maybe there is some hope for
healing and comfort for the rest of us.
More info: http://www.hillside.org.uk/

I decided to put my thoughts here this time as I feel they follow on from the
previous extract. For some time now, a verse from Isaiah chapter 32 has been
running through my head, namely: “And a man shall be as an hiding place from
the wind, and a covert from the tempest; as rivers of water in a dry place, as the
shadow of a great rock in a weary land.”
Each of us will have had times in our lives when we desperately needed a hiding place from the winds of life; some shelter and solace from the unfriendly
gales of adverse circumstances. Some of us will have been fortunate at times to
find the protective arms of a friend to help us stand against the buffeting. For
many, especially the fellow creatures that share this planet with us, and the
Earth itself, it is us and our actions that they need to hide from. The actions of
some elements of humanity cause winds of despair and destruction for many of
Earth’s life-forms.
As ever, we have a choice. We can be the cause of the terror and the tempest
or we can be the one to stand strong in the face of the wind, foot-square and
upright so that others may find a shelter behind us. In this issue we have an
article about the refuges that are coming to Kendal and our part in welcoming
them. For them, we can be part of the hiding place they need. On page 18, I
have shown some of the placards from the Time’s Up rally. For those who are
abused, threatened, wrongly imprisoned, over-looked by society we can choose
to go forth and stand like a rock between the oppressed and the oppressors;
our presence, our actions to bring about change, and our concern like the
shadow of hope in a weary land.
Globally changes are afoot. As I suggested earlier in this issue, the end of the
Mayan Calendar may have been later than we thought and I think now we can
begin to see the signs of the start of humanity’s journey out of the old era and
into the new. As with all turnings in the Wheel of Life, endings are often painful
or even destructive in part, especially if what is passing has been corrupt or
damaging and is trying to cling to power, and we, as believers in a wider reality,
need to be ready to be hiding places of comfort, information and hope in the
winds of change ahead.
Fran
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Some of the placards from the Time's
Up rally at Richmond Terrace, opposite Downing Street on January 21,
2018. The Time's Up Women's March
marks the one-year anniversary of the
first Women's March in London and in
2018 it is inspired by the Time's Up
movement against sexual abuse.

I Wandered Lonely As A Cloud
I wandered lonely as a cloud
That floats on high o'er vales and hills,
When all at once I saw a crowd,
A host, of golden daffodils;
Beside the lake, beneath the trees,
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze.
Continuous as the stars that shine
And twinkle on the milky way,
They stretched in never-ending line
Along the margin of a bay:
Ten thousand saw I at a glance,
Tossing their heads in sprightly dance.
The waves beside them danced; but
they
Out-did the sparkling waves in glee:
A poet could not but be gay,
In such a jocund company:
I gazed- and gazed- but little thought
What wealth the show to me had
brought:
For oft, when on my couch I lie
In vacant or in pensive mood,
They flash upon that inward eye
Which is the bliss of solitude;
And then my heart with pleasure fills,
And dances with the daffodils.
William Wordsworth 1864.
Reproduced at the request of Sally.

Which
figure is
the odd
one out?
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Aspiring actor?

lockwood224@btinternet.com
www.kendalcommunitytheatre.org/

2020 and The Fellowship

"As a lawyer, my job is to represent
the earth as my client.”
Polly Higgins is not your average lawyer. Instead of working for large organisations, she is campaigning to
make ecocide an international crime.

At the recent meeting to discuss ways
to celebrate our anniversary in 2020,
Phil suggested we produce a special
edition of The Fellowship, containing
some history of the chapel, amongst
other things. This idea was well received and I, for one, would like to
proceed. This special issue could be
placed around the town and further
afield to aid in drawing attention to us
and who we are.
To that end, I would like folk to give
me the following:
 anything you may know about the
formal history of the chapel
 anecdotes of past minsters, members and ‘characters’ in the congregation
 poems, musings and personal
thoughts about our chapel
 sketches, drawings, paintings,
photographs of artworks, etc, relating to the chapel.
Plenty of time to have a think and get
something to me, but remember, if I
get no voluntary contributions, I am
VERY GOOD at arm twisting!
Fran

"Often letting go is the true showing
of strength."
Powerful words from poet, Prince Ea,
on why we need to let go of who we
think we are.
Listen to what they have to say here:

https://uplift.tv/2018/
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MARCH AT A GLANCE
Thurs

1

Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00
Jayne Finch, Administrator, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Alternative Perspectives 7:00 pm. Pat England
The Trees We Love. Lecture and interactive session.
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am
Led by Janet Poole

Fri

2

Sat
Sun

3
4

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs

12
13
14
15

Fri
Sat
Sun

16
17
18

Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat
Sun

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Women’s League 2:00
Coffee morning
Jayne Finch, Administrator, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Open House at 1 Church Walk, Kendal, from 2pm.
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am
Led by Graham Phoenix

Mon
Tues
Wed
Thurs
Fri
Sat

26
27
28
29
30
31

Pieces in a Jigsaw

Communion Service led by Rev Griff Jones
John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning
Kumen 1:00
Jayne Finch, Administrator, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Coffee morning
SERVICE 11.00 am

Led by Mandy Reynolds

Women as Mothers: A Service for Mothering Sunday

John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning
Singing Group 11:00 - 12:00
Jayne Finch, Administrator, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Led by Tony McNeile

The Earth is my sacred home

The Mutual Influence of the Pagan and Christian Festivals of
Ostara and Easter: Nothing New Under the Sun
John Campbell, Treasurer, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 2:00
Coffee morning
Jayne Finch, Administrator, in Chapel Office 10:00 - 1:00
Coffee morning
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March Coffee Morning Rota
DATE

COFFEE / COUNTER WASH UP
TEA PREP

DRYING /
PUTTING
AWAY

Sat 3

Phil

Helen

Mark

Lynda

Wed 7

Marilyn

Debbie

David G

?

Sat 10

Rosie

David C

Roger

Krystal

Wed 14

Sue

Phil

Rob

Lynda

Sat 17

Helen

Rosie

Gaynor

Fred

Wed 21

Katie

Ann

Rob

Gaynor

Sat 24

Helen

Fred

Gaynor

Krystal

Wed 28

Sue

Debbie

Fred

John B

Sat 31

Marilyn

Krystal

David G

Roger

If you are on the rota
and have to cancel
then, if it is not an
emergency, please try
and find a replacement
before contacting
Helen Jones. If you
can fill in any of the
gaps, please let Helen
know. Contact:
helenjones573@gmail.com

MOB: 07795 142914

Any views expressed in this publication are those of the contributors and do not
necessarily express the views of the editor, committee or trustees.

The Fellowship is available as a pdf file. If you would like to receive it in this format,
rather than as hard copy, please let Fran know: booksbyfran@btinternet.com

4
11
18
25

David G
Sally
Mandy
John C

Deadline for next
issue: 25 March

Answers: P 18. B. In the other figures, the polygon inside has one side less
than the polygon outside.

March Chalice
Lighters

If possible when supplying newsletter copy by email please
observe the following:
1. Please supply as a Word doc, a Publisher doc, or simple
text in the body of the email. Do NOT send as a pdf; that
makes me more work!
2. Please use Tahoma font, size 10.
3. Do NOT justify text
4. Please label photographs. Leaving just the image numbers
on is not helpful.
Thanks. Fran
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MINISTRY TEAM LEADER: Rev Amanda Reynolds
Spiritual matters, pastoral care and weddings, baptisms and funerals.
Mobile: 07545 375721 / amandareynolds1@me.com

CHAPEL OFFICERS
U

Chair

Mrs Ann Wilcox

Treasurer

Mr John Campbell, 1 Church Walk, Kirkland, Kendal, Cumbria
LA9 5AG
01539 232172

Administrator Mrs Jayne Finch, 48 Emesgate Lane, Silverdale LA5 0RF
unitarianoffice@gmail.com
MOB: 07426 096608
Pastoral

Mrs Sue Parry,

01524 762249

Organist

Ms Jo Rogers, Underscar, Brigsteer, Nr Kendal LA8 8AN
015395 68631

Organist

Mr John Campbell, as above

Fellowship
Editor

Mrs Fran Pickering, 69 Sandylands Rd, Kendal LA9 6JG
booksbyfran@btinternet.com
01539 721247

TRUSTEES OFFICERS
U

Chair

Ms Hazel Clarke, Pear Tree Cottage, The Row, Lyth, Kendal,
LA8 8DD
015395 68284

Treasurer

Mr John Campbell, as above

Caretaker

Mr Tony Egglestone, 64 Low Garth, Kendal LA9 5PA
07455 123317.

Chapel Office: 01539 737021
Vestry/Kitchen: 01539 739442
Kendal Unitarian Chapel
Branthwaite Brow
Market Place
Kendal LA9 4TN
https://kendalunitarians.com/
https://www.facebook.com/
kendalunitarians/

Carlisle Cathedral from the south. 
 The East Window.
 The 14th-century, barrel-vaulted
painted choir ceiling.
Cathedral organ.
Photos DC

 Exodus quilt by Angela Minaudo, at Farfield Mill
Photo: Mandy. .
Sue’s photos from India  

Chapel in February
snow.
Photos: DC, JC

See Page 10

